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Bespoke Design: Simple ideas for the creation of individuality
We pride ourselves on being able to
help you create your own unique
British designed and
manufactured businesswear.
Whether it is one style or a whole
collection of styles our low
minimum order quantities will allow
you to explore a whole new concept in
corporate clothing.
This manufacturing capability teamed with all our
facilities in one place enables us to respond
quicker than other companies that rely purely on
imported garments. This reliable and efficient
service applies to stock, special measure garments
and samples.
Working in partnership with you our free design
service comes into its own. We can create design
boards to bring concepts alive, sampling fabric
swatches and exploring ideas before moving onto
the real thing.
We can simply manufacture one of our designs in a
fabric of your choice, add trim or perhaps change a
detail. But we are also experts in creating a whole
collection - the choice is yours. Yearly we
manufacture thousands of special measures
through our design and sample room.
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TeLePhone:

We ensure that we work with the fabric
suppliers who have Fair Trade status
wherever possible and we have formed
strong partnerships with UK manufactures
of knitwear and anoraks to support ‘Make
it in Britain’.

Men’s Corporatewear. It is a simple, straightforward
and ultimately satisfying experience - so why wait?

Call us today to set the ball rolling.

All we ask is
that you commit
to 50 garments
per style that we will then
produce in our own UK
factory. You are also
welcome to visit us, see
the factory, watch
garments being made
and meet the team who
will construct your
garments.
You can use stock styles
for you to mix and match
colours and utilise in
order to create your own
unique Corporate image.
Please see the pages
indicated here: 8-31 &
44-62 for Ladies
Corporatewear; 86-88 for
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08707 300150 08707 300250

eMAIL:

sales@burlington-uniforms.co.uk
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